Analysis of a Goods Wagon Running on a Railway Test Track
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An intermodal transport is nowadays an inseparable part of a transport system. Designs of longer wagons are the result of efforts to achieve universality, transport capacity increase, reducing of noise and maintenance needs. In this paper are presented results of selected parametres of a long goods wagon driving on a test track. The long goods wagon and test rings models have been created by using the ADAMS/Rail software. The analysed wagon has been equipped by the Y25 bogie. Simulations of the long goods wagon running have been performed on the model of railway test rings – VÚŽ Velim, Cerhenice. For the dynamic analysis of the long goods wagon have been selected two sections of the railway test rings. For the ride properties wagon assessment have been selected output signals of vertical forces $Q$, guiding forces $Y$ and the $Y/Q$ ratio. There have been detected, values of assessed parameters have not been exceeded the limited values and therefore wagon runnings have been safety.
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